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 marine engineer  

 Founder: needed a push 

 Crypto degenerate 

 

 College student in electromechanics 

 founder: gave the push 

 professional smartass 



 

 

project introduction 

BiomeWorld is a decentralised charity that anonymously collects liquidity for 

real world animal and biome conserving charity organisations that protect and 

saves animals together with their habitat. The project tends to provide these 

real-world charities a larger influx of liquidity by involving the crypto 

community which in this case is the ADA community and give a fun twist to 

donating towards these charities by making collectibles that could be traded 

further, by trading these collectibles you will continue to support these 

charities as the royalties will be utilized for further donations towards the 

charities themselves. 

 

BiomeWorld created its own Cardano native token that will be majority 

community owned to collect liquidity to make its first major donation to sea 

shepherd as proof of our dedication the rest of the rest of liquidity will be 

utilized to grow our team and the creation of CNFT’s 

 

If blessed with a fruitful token sale the BiomeWorld team will adopt a turtle or 

even a nest and name it by choice of the community, the project will also plant 

a tree in the following countries: Belgium, Armenia, Tanzania, Congo, 

Madagascar, Peru and Argentina, we will also plant plenty of trees in Europe. 

For both the turtle or turtle nest and the trees planted we will display our 

certificates of proof on the websites home page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

    Tokenomics: 

 Max supply; 

 50.000.000.000 $BWT  

 Available supply on presale; 

44.999.999.991 $BWT 

 Supply owned by founders;  

10%= 4.999.999.999 $BWT 

-₳ Turt₤e ;  

5%= 2.499.999.999,5 $BWT 

- Sc₳rlet Macaw;   

5%= 2.499.999.999,5 $BWT 

 

CNFT collection: 

We will have three big BiomeWorld CNFT collections that consist of living 

beings representing the charity that protects the animal or the biome for which 

the profits will be donated, the CNFT’s for the protected biomes themselves 

will consist of the animals that inhabit the specific biome. 

Our very first CNFT collection will be ocean inspired and a portion of the profit 

will be directly donated to Sea Shepherd and the Olive Ridley Project (ORP). 

                         

 

 



 

We will also have a forest oriented CNFT collection from which every CNFT sold 

will be 5 trees that will be planted by the Go Forest organisation. The trees will 

be planted in Tanzania, Congo, Madagascar, Peru, Argentina and the following 

European countries; Belgium, Ireland, Germany, Netherland, Italy, Portugal, 

Spain, France, Romania, Czech Republic and the United Kingdom. 

                    

 

 

 

BiomeWorld Arctic 

The collection contributed to sea shepherd named “BiomeWorld artic” will 

consist of CNFT’s that represent artic land and aquatic beings. Our first line of 

CNFT’s will consist from a penguin  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

BiomeWorld Oceanic 

The CNFT that supports the olive Ridley Project named “BiomeWorld Oceanic” 

will consist of CNFT’s representing tropical oceanic beings. 

 

                                                   

                                 

 

 

 

 

 

BiomeWorld Forestic  

When purchasing one of our tree CNFT’s you will purchase/plant a tree in the 

country of the trees origin. As soon as possible we will send the certificate from 

the planted tree in CNFT form containing the same Metadata towards the 

address from which the CNFT was purchased with no extra costs. the royalties 

we receive from when the CNFT will be traded between 2 collectors we will 

donate 50% of towards the Go Forest organisation itself. 

Our first forest CNFT’s will represent a Belgian oak tree. 

 

 

 



 

 

 


